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Description
The era of colonization of the Americas began in 1492 with Columbus. However, it is not until the Roanoke Colonies in 1584 and 1587, that England attempted to claim part of this new land for itself. However, both colonies failed. The first ended when the inhabitants returned to England after a year on Roanoke Island while the second, known as the Lost Colony, mysteriously disappeared. This paper examines the causes of the second Roanoke Colony’s failure as the combined results of the inability of John White to resupply the colonists quickly and the unfortunate location of the colony near Algonquians whom the first Roanoke colony had alienated.

Persistent Identifier
http://archives.pdx.edu/ds/psu/7693

Colony collapse disorder (CCD), disorder affecting honeybee colonies that is characterized by sudden colony death, with a lack of healthy adult bees inside the hive. Although the cause is not known, researchers suspect that multiple factors may be involved. The disorder appears to affect the adult bees’ ability to navigate. beekeeping; colony collapse disorderLearn about the economic impact of colony collapse disorder. © CCTV America. MERRY HILL, N.C. — Under a blistering sun, Nicholas M. Luccketti swatted at mosquitoes as he watched his archaeology team at work in a shallow pit on a hillside above the shimmering waters of Albemarle Sound. On a table in the shade, a pile of plastic bags filled with artifacts was growing. Fragments of earthenware and pottery. A mashed metal rivet. A piece of a hand-wrought nail. They call the spot Site X. Down a dusty road winding through soybean fields, the clearing lies between two cypress swamps teeming with venomous snakes. It is a suitably mysterious name for a location that may shed light: Get A Series of Unfortunate Events at the best price now! Genius ideas are simple, like the wheel or neurosurgery. A Series of Unfortunate Events. Count Olaf. Idea. Do Some Magic! Follow me, but mind the rug. Who joined you for years on a sequence of heists and schemes until the two of you were forced apart by circumstance, and also because you ran off in the middle of the night with a bunch of her valuables? A Series of Unfortunate Events. Count Olaf. Do Some Magic! Darling, when I was on stage, or occasionally in several minimum security penitentiaries, strange women would offer me things all the time. Flowers, tasteful photographs, marriage proposals. And some of them were wealthy women.